
LEATHER
DECOR

Trending DIYs to  
ENHANCE THE LOOK 

of your home.



Shine Lightly
Metallic leather gives this wall hanging its shine—and makes the piece super 

lightweight! Just cut out the shapes and link them together in rows with jump rings. 
Then attach the linked shapes to eye screws on a dowel rod.  

Now it’s sparkle time!
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Pillow Top
Why break the bank with a leather 
couch when a few artfully applied 

leather accents will upgrade your living 
room? These pillows are a case in 

point. Get the look by sewing leather 
shapes to DIY’d canvas pillows and 

embellishing them with nickel eyelets 
and leather strips.

Leather Laced
Leather baskets make stylish 

containers—and they’re a breeze to 
DIY. Just cut and fold the leather 
(you’ll find the template below), 
punch holes, and tie everything 

together with leather lace.
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For full size template, cut out 
pieces A-B. 

Align arrow ends and tape 
template together.
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Feather in Leather
Did you know you can sculpt leather? Just get it wet and arrange it as desired—
when it’s dry it’ll hold its shape! For a bird like ours (template below!), etch the 

details while the leather is still wet and use a paper clip to hold  
the wings together until they set.
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Bold Relief
Patterned leather trim is a fab foundation for these giftable coasters. 
Since it comes in a light shade, we used layers of color-wash tint and 

leather dye to add depth and bring out all the delightful details.  
See the template below.
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Coaster
Template shown at scale.
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Wrap It Up
Use leather to transform plain glass jars into sophisticated containers. Cut leather 
pieces to the size of your jar, adding one inch to the circumference. Sew the ends 
together ½ inch from the raw edge and finish by inserting the jar into the sleeve.

Smart Idea
Get clever with your leather—
you can DIY nifty little napkin 
rings from basic bookmarks! 
Just add snaps to each end. 
Then use a leather punching 
tool and a mallet to create  

the perforated design.
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Southwest Style
Celebrate your succulents with a rustic leather planter! Cut out the shape (keep scrolling 

for the template), get it wet, and tie on strips of latigo lace for hanging (we knotted  
ours together through a wood bead at the top). Then pop a pot in it and  

let it air-dry into shape.



Hanging Pot Holder
For full size template, cut out 4 pieces. 

Align arrow ends and tape template together.
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Sincerely Yours
Make a mail-caddy catchall by covering a wood circle with sections of contrasting 

leather, layered to create pockets. Add an eyelet to each side of the piece for 
hanging. Tip: Stamp the leather with Ranger® Archival Ink—it’s waterproof  

and won’t rub off easily.



Keep the Change
Assorted leather remnants (scrap pieces we sell in packs) are great for small 

projects, especially if you want to play with a variety of colors without breaking  
the bank! This teeny machine-stitched coin bank was made from a single remnant.  

Psst: Scroll down for the free template. 
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For full size template, 
cut out pieces A, B & C.
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Shelf Life
Leather plays a major role on this minimalist 
shelf. Shelf supports (each side): two leather 

strips sewn together (for length) and 
stapled to the bottom of a floating shelf 

(find it in Home Decor). Towel rack: leather-
wrapped dowel mounted to the shelf with 

bottle holder hooks.

On The Cover 
Leather-wrapped candles 

make an elegant statement. 
Note: Leather is flammable, 
so remove sleeves before 

lighting candles.
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